
PRICING.

Shadow Edition exterior logo on Melting Silver roof 
(MINI Countryman roof shown above)

Shadow Edition design on A-panel with integrated side 
scuttle trim (MINI Countryman A-panel shown above)

THE MINI CLUBMAN AND COUNTRYMAN SHADOW EDITION.
LAUNCHING MARCH 2021.
The Shadow Edition's sleek look and bold attitude push the playful MINI spirit to new levels. This sporty and masculine inspired special edition is offered on both 
Clubman and Countryman models. Based on the Sport style, the Shadow Edition is given a definitively grown-up look thanks to the Midnight Black metallic exterior 
paint colour and 19" John Cooper Works Course Spoke alloy wheels in two-tone. It comes with either a Cooper petrol engine, a powerful Cooper S petrol engine or as 
a plug-in hybrid (on MINI Countryman only). This edition focuses on blacked out features with contrasting Melting Silver roof, mirror caps and decal highlights. The 
bespoke Shadow Edition logo, embellished with a unique design, can be spotted on the side scuttles, bonnet, roof, dashboard interior trim and door sill finishers too. 
These specific Shadow decals offer changing tones and textures depending on the light conditions which are highlighted by the contrasting Melting Silver details. 
You can also personalise your limited edition thanks to various options† and the choice between manual or automatic transmission (sport automatic transmission on 
Cooper S variants). The MINI Clubman and Countryman Shadow Edition is available for orders this year only. So what are you waiting for?

STANDARD EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS.  
In addition/replacement to the MINI Clubman or Countryman Cooper, Cooper S or Plug-in Hybrid (on MINI Countryman only) Sport standard equipment†

Piano Black interior trim with Shadow Edition logo  
(MINI Clubman dashboard shown above)

EXTERIOR:
–  19" John Cooper Works Circuit alloy wheels in two-tone
– Midnight Black metallic exterior paint colour 
– Melting Silver roof and mirror caps
– Piano Black Exterior
– Shadow Edition design on bonnet
–  Shadow Edition design on A-panel with integrated side 

scuttle trim (excluding MINI Countryman Plug-in Hybrid) 
– Shadow Edition exterior logo on roof (lower section)
– John Cooper Works aerodynamic kit
– John Cooper Works spoiler
– LED headlights, rear lights and fog lights
– Black roof rails (MINI Countryman models only)

INTERIOR:
– Piano Black interior trim with Shadow Edition logo
– Door sill finishers with Shadow Edition design and logo
– John Cooper Works sport seats
–  Walknappa steering wheel with John Cooper Works 

badge and multi-function controls 
– Anthracite headlining
– Cruise control with brake function
– Rear Park Distance Control
– MINI Driving Modes
– Interior lights pack
– MINI logo projection 

TECHNOLOGY:
– Fully digital display cockpit
– Navigation Pack, including:
 – MINI Navigation system
 – Real Time Traffic Information (RTTI)
 – Apple CarPlay
 – Remote Services
 –  ConnectedDrive Services (including Online Search 

and Weather Information)
 – Intelligent emergency calling (E-call)
– DAB digital tuner
– Rain sensor and automatic headlight activation
– Sport suspension

The Shadow Edition standard equipment comprises fixed specification including unique Shadow Edition features, the Sport standard equipment features as well as a few locked options such as 
the exterior paint colour, the contrasting roof and mirror caps, the alloy wheels, the interior trim, Piano Black Exterior, and roof rails in black on Countryman models. All other options available 
on MINI Clubman and Countryman Sport models are optionally available† (excluding the options that would replace the Shadow Edition features and locked equipment).

MODEL
OTR*  

PRICE FROM

MINI CLUBMAN SHADOW EDITION  
with a Cooper engine £27,600
MINI CLUBMAN SHADOW EDITION  
with a Cooper S engine £29,800

MODEL
OTR*  

PRICE FROM

MINI COUNTRYMAN SHADOW EDITION  
with a Cooper engine £29,550
MINI COUNTRYMAN SHADOW EDITION  
with a Cooper S engine £31,550

MODEL
OTR*  

PRICE FROM

MINI COUNTRYMAN PLUG-IN HYBRID 
SHADOW EDITION (Cooper S E engine) £37,450

† For more information about the MINI Clubman and Countryman Cooper, Cooper S and Plug-in Hybrid Sport standard and optional equipment, please refer to the MINI Clubman and the MINI 
Countryman price lists. * VED costs are based on preliminary CO2 emissions figures as they are not yet confirmed at the time of publishing. Therefore the OTR pricing is subject to change.  
OTR price is based on the Recommended Retail Price (including VAT) and On The Road charges (including delivery and emergency service, vehicle first registration fee and VED costs). 

For engines and performance technical data please refer to the MINI Clubman and the MINI Countryman price lists, visit mini.co.uk or ask your local MINI Retailer.

Official fuel economy figures for the MINI Clubman Shadow Edition range: Fuel consumption (combined): 39.8 – 47.9 mpg (7.1 – 5.9 l/100km). CO2 emissions (combined): 161 – 135 g/km. Official fuel 
economy figures for the MINI Countryman Shadow Edition range (excluding Plug-in Hybrid): Fuel consumption (combined): 40.9 – 44.8 mpg (6.9 – 6.3 l/100km). CO2 emissions (combined): 157 – 143 
g/km. Official fuel economy figures for the MINI Countryman Plug-in Hybrid Shadow Edition (Cooper S E): Fuel consumption (weighted combined): 148.7 – 156.9 mpg (1.9 – 1.8 l/100km). Electric 
energy consumption (weighted combined): 4.1 – 4.2 miles/kWh (15.2 – 14.9 kWh/100 km). CO2 emissions (combined): 42 – 40 g/km. All Electric Range: 28.6 – 29.8 miles. Equivalent All Electric Range: 
30.4 – 31.7 miles. Figures were obtained using a combination of battery power and fuel. They may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the starting 
charge of the battery, accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. The MINI Countryman Plug-in Hybrid is a plug-in hybrid vehicle requiring mains 
electricity for charging. Fuel consumption and CO2 figures shown correspond to weighted combined figures. Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions data is not yet confirmed at the time of publishing. 
Therefore, these figures are preliminary and subject to change. Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other cars tested to the same 
technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving 
styles and vehicle load. The CO2 figures shown have been determined according to the WLTP test. 

Prices and technical data shown are those in effect at the time of publishing and may alter periodically subject to product changes. Published in February 2021.

https://www.mini.co.uk/en_GB/home.html

